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There are countless of websites and forums on the internet which revolve around single subjects that people 

obsess over, things such as Minecraft, Team Fortress 2 and so on. Simply find a website which you think is popular 

enough and open the application included with this guide called Email Spider, you’ll be able to find it in the 

applications folder.  
Once done click on Project > New Project at the top left, you can name it if you choose to, then input the 

website or forum that you wish to crawl for email addresses and click ‘Submit and Start’, in no time you should 

have a big list of emails. Once you’ve gotten quite a decent amount go to View > Listings and then Email 

Addresses and click on Save at the top to save the list of emails. Make sure you’ve uploaded your virus 

somewhere. 

Now you can use an email sender or spoofer, whichever you prefer to send a convincing email to each and every 

one of them in subject to the website. Minecraft for example, you can email them all pretending to have a beta of 

the next version or a cracked version of Minecraft itself, note that you can use a Java DriveBy with all of these 

methods, since it’s a simple method you don’t have to limit yourself to a download link. 

Quite a known spoofer to use is http://emkei.cz/ (you can find more email senders in the Additional Tools 

section), open up multiple tabs (or programs) and paste the email addresses into each form along with your 

convincing message in the content, anything you think they will be interested in will do. An example would be 

‘Hey! Check out this leaked beta version of Minecraft that got leaked yesterday: Download Link/Java DriveBy Link’. 

If you send this to around 100 emails and do it for multiple communities you are bound to get very quick 

downloads. 

 

 

This method utilises facebook and an application I’ve included with a serial called ‘Facebook Blaster Pro’, it will 

allow you to add multiple people at once and message them all. The same principles apply here with the 

manipulation of groups, once you’ve installed and opened the application enter the serial included in ‘Serial.txt’ 

and ignore the popup that might come up. 

 You’ll have to login and then navigate to a group with a lot of people in it (anything will do as long as it’s popular 

and you have a strong way to go about tricking them into downloading your file).  

The UI is straightforward and has tabs to show each function that is available; you can grab the ID of all of the 

people on your current page and use the Import function in the middle of the application to use those IDs however 

you’d like. 

The success here is heightened due to the fact that almost every person reads their facebook messages, once 

you’ve sent the messages with your link included you can sit back and watch the downloads flow in. Just like email 

spreading, repetition with this method will guarantee great results in no time. 

http://emkei.cz/
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There are various known basics to spreading on YouTube, advertising something popular which seems to be 

working but will of course influence your viewer to download your virus or RAT with the intent of getting what he 

wants.  

The most common method is to create a very simple and fake application using a programming language called 

VB.NET which seems to do something amazing (instantly hacking accounts, putting money into your PayPal 

account, generating a currency and so on). You will find some very simple and elaborate tutorials explaining how 

to make those below: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PoIAhu6v45U (Fake hacking program – Visual Basic 2008) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8MOYbt9FqI (How to make a Fake generator in VB 2010) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-fj_ONQpXKc (How to make a Fake programs by Trix) 

 

You can then record a video of your screen and you using the fake application, but obviously linking a download 

link to your virus in the YouTube video description, you can find popular websites to upload your file to in the 

Helpful Links section at the bottom of the guide. 

Another widely used method is to download and re-upload already popular videos for guaranteed views, there are 

lots of websites that allow you to do this, all of which are listed in the Helpful Links section of the guide, for 

expansion upon this subject see the next page. 

 

 

 

 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PoIAhu6v45U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8MOYbt9FqI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-fj_ONQpXKc
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YouTube videos are usually unsuccessful because it’s one of the most traffic-boosting methods on the internet, 

without a clue you won’t be able to beat your competitors, of course copying and re-uploading other people’s 

popular videos will be successful, but a slight curve upon the popularity of an already popular video is needed. 

With these methods applied you will gain huge amounts of traffic in no time. 

Swift trial and error will help you filter the best possible results: 

 

1. Improving the videos tags and combining popular ones from numerous videos, including quirky and 

attention-driving words in the title which are bound catch traffic such as ‘(NO VIRUS)’, ‘WORKING’, 

‘LEAKED’, ‘PRIVATE’ and so on, since you’re uploading already-popular videos and adding these to 

the title will definitely speed up your download and view rate.  

 

Then post comments on popular videos to divert people to your video by saying things such as “Look 

at the video of my channel! Working and trusted version of this software there!” just make it 

convincing and fulfilling. 

 

 

2. Creating more channels on your YouTube account and using them to like your own video over and 

over again until you have a healthy amount of views, commenting with the same channels to say 

that the hack or program in your video is working and successful, make sure you change the 

grammar and spelling occasionally so it doesn’t seem like the same person, disabling comments and 

updating with another comment or two everyday will make it seem legitimate.  

 

If you want to reel in a lot more attention you can use numerous point exchange websites which 

allow you to receive points and give them to others for views, subscribers, likes and so on.  

 

The process is as simple as registering, hooking up your YouTube account and then helping other 

people get views in turn for your own points, earning a lot of points and then putting your video up 

for views or whatever you want will guarantee an automated improvement: 

 

http://www.enhanceviews.com/ (This is the most popular due to having automated processes to 

receive points) 

http://letusfollow.com/ 

http://www.youlikehits.com/tac.php 

http://www.likestraffickers.com/ (Requires facebook, just make a fake account) 

 

 

3. Instead of using fake hacking tools and wishfully over the top applications as bait, it’s best to use the 

more popular and BELIEVABLE applications, such as cracks and key generators for newly released 

version of software (Photoshop CS6, Malware bytes, WinRAR etc.), you should apply the methods 

mentioned above about video titles and areas of attention to these videos too, the more popular 

and new what you’re advertising is the better, be as creative and crafty as you can be, do not get 

stuck into a pattern that everyone else is in. 

http://www.enhanceviews.com/
http://letusfollow.com/
http://www.youlikehits.com/tac.php
http://www.likestraffickers.com/
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This is a slightly less favoured method due to its success rate, but with the application I’ve included you’ll be able 

to get a bit more value for your spreading spent on Omegle, the basis of success depends upon the tags you use 

when searching for people and obviously the message you send.  

If you use more tags relevant to one subject you’re likely to come across people who are more obsessive in that 

area, for example, if I use the tags ‘Team Fortress 2, Steam, Hats, TF2Outpost’ and so on, I’ll join chats with 

people interested enough to click on my link.  

Simply open Omegle Spammer and type in your three interests and the amount of times you wish to send the 

message, I recommend setting around 7 seconds to disconnect so that you don’t seem like a bot. 

To ensure that you don’t hit the captcha too much you can get a program like ProxyCap and set it to automatically 

switch to different proxies every minute or so, making it another fully automated spreading method. 

I’ve had great success with this method by using tags about TF2 items and sending an automated message about 

a leaked item duplicator, make your message polite and believable by seeming knowledgeable about the subject 

and this method will work the majority of the time, in-turn also making you better at mass social engineering!  
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This final method I’m sharing is the one I’ve had the most success with, it depends upon the timing but when done 

correctly it can get you thousands of downloads in one go.  

Simply find a band or person who is very famous in the music industry (Eminem, Rihanna etc.) and go to a popular 

music forum and make a thread claiming to own a leaked song or album, if you know the upcoming names of the 

tracks before they’re released this will make it more trustworthy. 

From there on you post a data-pumped version of your program and claim it’s an extractor, I used the 7-zip 

extractor icon for my file. You could also make a fake file player and use it as a Java DriveBy, whichever you feel 

you will be more successful with.  

Once done you’ll see downloads roll in extremely quickly and it’ll usually be too late to be notified as a virus by a 

member before you have hundreds or thousands of victims. This method is of course repeatable, making it one of 

the strongest spreading methods other than an already popular YouTube video. 
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Places to upload your files 

http://mediafire.com 

http://sendspace.com 

http://4shared.com/ 

Online video downloaders 

http://www.clipconverter.cc/ 

http://catchvideo.net/ 

http://keepvid.com 

Music forums 

http://www.musicbanter.com/ 

http://www.music-discussion.com/ 

http://musicboards.com/ 

 

 

 

Simple Email Sender 

http://www.hackforums.net/showthread.php?tid=2634443&highlight=email+sender 

Bulk email software 

http://www.sendblaster.com/ 

 

 

 

http://mediafire.com/
http://sendspace.com/
http://4shared.com/
http://www.clipconverter.cc/
http://catchvideo.net/
http://keepvid.com/
http://www.musicbanter.com/
http://www.music-discussion.com/
http://musicboards.com/
http://www.hackforums.net/showthread.php?tid=2634443&highlight=email+sender
http://www.sendblaster.com/
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Terms of Use 

 
1. You will not share/sell/leak this eBook to anybody 

2. Chargeback will result in an immediate scam report 

3. I am not responsible for your use of these methods 

4. When you purchased this eBook you automatically agreed to these terms 


